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How to make a
million
You don't haveto be in it to win a
Lotto million, because with care
you can invest relativelysmall
sums of money and amass a
small fottune, reports Niall Brady

IRELAND'S newest millionaires, the Cunningham family from Cork, last weekend scooped the record €16m
Lotto jackpot. They join a fast-growing club, with the
number of Irish millionaires jumping 10% last year to
33,000, according to figures from Bank of Ireland.
Luck is useful, though not essential, for those who
dream of a 'seven-figure fortune. Financial experts say
that with a little money and a lot of patience, it is possible to build a healthy nest egg over time even if the end
result fails short of the magic million.
Those who put €30,000 in New Ireland's flagship
Evergreen Fund in 1975, for example, would now be
sitting on €lm after taxes and charges. .The..fu.ndhas
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sitting on €lm after taxes and charges. The fund has
averaged 11.5% annual growth over the past 32 years almost double the rate of inflation - by investing in a
mix of equities, property, bonds and cash.
The trouble is, while €30,OOOis not a lot of money
today it was worth the equivalent of €21 0,000 back in
1975. To make money, therefore, it is necessary to have
some in the first place.
This does not mean those starting from scratch should
abandon all hope of millionaire status, said Eoin
Kennedy, investment product manager at New Ireland.
Savers who began putting €.155 every month in Evergreen in 1975, and increased their savings over time in
line with inflation, would now have accumulated more
than €lm after taxes and charges, he said.
It is the slow route to riches, though, and one that is
getting costlier by the year. This is because to keep the
1975 savings plan up with inflation, the saver would
now have to put away €I,065 a month.
Hitting the €lm target should happen a lot quicker
than 32 years for those who save within a pension. This
is because, after tax relief, every € 1 saved is worth as
much as € 1.89 within a pension, provided the saver is a
top-rate taxpayer. The catch is, once the money is in the
pension it is locked up until retirement.
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Funds to help you make your fortune
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Those of more modest means can still build a,tidy fortune by continuing the habits learned with special savings incentive accounts (SSIAs), according to Rory Gillen, course director ofInvest Like The Best. He believes
savers could accumulate a € 100,000 nest egg over the
next decade by continuing to contribute to their SSIAs. It
should also be a painless route to wealth, because most
SSIA savers reported it did not put a strain on their
finances.
"The average SSIA probably matured at about
€20,OOOand, if the holder keeps adding €250 a month,
there's no reason why he or she shouldn't have between
€93,OOO and €102,OOO after 10 years," Gillen said.
"That assumes an annual investment return of 80/0-10%,
which isn't unrealistic."
Those looking for even more could borrow to stretch
their investment, he said. Adding €20,OOOdebt to the
above example could push the investor's nest egg closer
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Tax break
"If you want to make €lm and take a long-term view, a
pension is the best way to do it," said Kennedy.
"Because of the tax relief, you're almost doubling your
money straight away."
Tax matters should be the top consideration for those
determined to make the most of their money, said Paul
Overy of Financial Engineering Network, an authorised
investment adviser. "Accumulating .wealth is more
about holding on to the money you have rather than
earning more," he said~ "That's why it's important to
minimise your tax exposure."
The amount that can be put in a tax-free pension
depends on the saver's age, although the maximum contribution in anyone year is €104,952 and the saver
must be over 60 years of age to qualify. There is also a
limit on the overall size of a pension nest egg. The limit
is just over €5.1m, a restriction that should only trouble
the most diligent and well-heeled savers.
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Anyone can be a euro millionaire:saving over the long term willbuild up a fortune that willkeep you in the manner you should expect to enjoy in your dotage
investing with the banks' money in his book, Tricks of
the Rich.
"If you borrow €lm you might pay €50,OOOa year in
interest," he said. "But anything you earn in excess of
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from New Ireland. "If things go wrong, the bank will be
the first to get paid," he said. "If the investor borrows in
a personal capacity, he risks losing all his money and
the bank will still come after him to recover the loan."

"The average investor doesn't have the money or the
courage to take these types of risks," said Eamon Porter
of Aspire Wealth Managemenl, an authorised adviser.
"Unless you're a big player and can afford to take the
knock!;. you !;houldn't IWnear this sort of investinent."
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to €200,000 after 10 years. To manage the risk, investors should target stocks that pay high dividends, using
the cash to pay the interest on their borrowings.
Debttraps
"My advice is to buy a bunch of big, blue-chip companies, which reduces the risk of anyone company letting
you down," Gillen said. "Add a bit of borrowing and
lock them away for 10 years. Many FfSE 100 companies have dividend yields in excess of 5%, which should
cover the interest on the borrowings. You have to invest
rather than speculate, few people know the difference."
Managing debt successfully is the bedrock of most fortunes according to Overy, who promotes the benefits of

€50,OOO from investing what -you borrowed is free
money. As long as the return exceeds the cost of finance,
you're making money for nothing."
.
Borrowing can also be a fast track to riches, when it
works in the investor's favour. For example, the sixth
Augusta syndicate, which is raising €20m from Irish
investors to buy property in Germany, forecasts they
could double their money after just five years.
This is because, even though 80% of the purchase
price will come from bank debt, the investors will walk
away with all of the capital appreciation from the properties bought by the syndicate.
Investors, though, need to approach debt-based property deals with their eyes open, according to Kennedy

Bubble over
The risks of ending up out of pocket are growing as
property prices cool and interest rates rise. Many people, though, are blinded by the spectacular returns
made in the past according to Liam Croke, a financial
adviser based in Limerick who has published a new
financial handbook, Your Money - Your Life.
"Many still believe property is the easy way to make a
fortune," he said. "Those days are over." Those still prepared to take the risk may find it difficult to persuade a
property syndicate to take their money, because many
require a minimum investment of €100,000 or more,
although Augusta has set its entry point at €50,000.

knocks, you shouldn't go near this son ot Investment.
Even those who can afford the investment need to do
their homework, said Porter. "There's a danger that, just
because the last syndicate did well, people will assume
everything will be fine this time," he said. "The property
market is changing fast and there's probably quite a few
banana skins out there."
Rather than dreaming of entry to the millionaires'
club, most people should have more pressing financial
priorities, said Croke. "By all means keep your goal of
amassing €lm, but concentrate instead on more immediate financial needs: getting the mortgage under control,
getting enough life insurance and income protection
cover and planning for retirement."
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